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Environmental & Historic Preservation Groups – Continued
Chicago Wilderness

Chicago Wilderness (CW) is “a diverse regional alliance of organizations and individuals
working collaboratively to engage the full region in delivering the Green Vision for Chicago
Wilderness: a landscape where people and nature thrive together, promoting vibrant
communities, environmental health and justice, economic vitality, and well-being for all -- today
and for generations to come.”
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Chicago Wilderness has a regional focus on northeast Illinois, southeast Wisconsin, and
northwest Indiana. The group’s goals include protecting the area’s open spaces and their
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increase climate resilience; and to protect, restore and maintain the area's aquatic resources.
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The Chicago area includes 126 miles of Lake Michigan shoreline, approximately 34,700 linear
miles of rivers and streams, and 169,000 acres of inland lakes and marshes.
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Chicago Wilderness works with more than 250 partners, including public land-owning
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agencies, regional and national nonprofit organizations, community-based organizations,
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education institutions and businesses. In addition to direct advocacy for conservation practices,
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CW uses a variety of methods to promote its goals:
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➢ George B. Rabb Force of Nature Awards: these awards recognize individuals and
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organizations whose conservation, restoration, advocacy and/or educational activities in
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the regional are inspirational examples for others.
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➢ Excellence in Ecological Restoration Program Accreditation (EERP): Using a rigorous,
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standards-based approach, the EERP recognizes large, high-quality natural areas and the
organizations that manage them. (Downers Grove Park District has received CW awards
for management programs at Lyman Woods.)
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➢ Mighty Acorns is an environmental education program designed for 3rd-5th graders
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where students take a field trip to a local natural area and engage in a Field Study
Activity to explore the habitat, learn about the ecosystem, and participate in
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environmental restoration work. It is aligned with the Next Generation Science Standards
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and Common Core State Standards for English Language Arts.
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➢ The Volunteer Stewardship program is developing training standards for volunteers,
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working with Morton Arboretum staff. Standards have been developed for volunteer
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leadership and invasive species control, among other topics.
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➢ Develop regional plans, including an Oak Ecosystem Recovery Plan and the Chicago
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Wilderness Biodiversity Recovery Plan, in cooperation with environmental experts from
the Morton Arboretum, County Forest Preserve Districts and other agencies.
The Chicago Wilderness website is https://www.chicagowilderness.org/.

